
Primary 2 Drama Literacy Overview Example - Module 1 
 

The First Four Lessons 
 

With the younger end age groups we begin by doing activities altogether. We find that we 
engage them best by becoming story characters (Teacher In Role Technique) and this is 
what we do here. 
 
The students are given clues as to where the story will be taking place so please do not tell 
them the lesson titles which are only there for the teacher’s benefit.  
 
 Typically we will demonstrate activities and the children will need to listen carefully. Then 
we prompt them to join in with us as the video is running to start with. 
 
In these first four lessons we establish routine activities which familiarise the children with 
our format and this helps them to settle into the Drama lesson- they like to play the game 
that they now know, they understand the mime exercises and can apply them to different 
settings. This repetition consolidates the learning and informs behaviours. 
 
Gradually, after the demonstrations, we release some activities to the children to organise 
for themselves supervised by their class teacher. 
 
In addition to remembering details, we will start to encourage inclusion of children’s own 
ideas within the short scenes. 
 
We add in opportunities to work with a partner who is nearby to keep the action moving 
and to encourage the idea that partners can be anyone in the class, not just friends. 
 
This paced progression helps the students to learn, in a supported way, how to carry out the 
activities, how to work together, embedding rules and appropriate behaviour at this early 
age upon which we can build the many skills they will learn as a result of the process. 
 
**Please ensure that the students have a cleared space to sit and watch the video 
demonstrations and where they can easily stand up to join in with activities** 
 
 
Primary 2 Key Skills Learning Intentions 
At The Beach 

Simple mime 
and movement 
of being at the 
beach. 

Learning a simple Mime and 
Movement Game with the 
teachers - On The Bus 

Miming being at the beach 
with the teachers 

Miming with a partner 

We are learning to guess the place 
where the bus will be going. 

We are learning to play a Mime game 
On The Bus with the Drama teachers. 

We are learning to mime being at the 
beach. 



Choosing Mime Activities 

Creating a beach tableau 

 Drawing from the story 

 

We are learning to mime with a 
partner. 

We are learning to create a still 
photograph (tableau) of beach 
activities. 

We are learning to choose our own 
mimes to do. 

 We are learning to draw a picture 
from the story. 

 


